Sun in Sagittarius/Moon in Libra:
Bookworm
You have an endless belief in yourself and your future and you have a strong
independent aspect. You have far-reaching aspirations like all confident people. Your
aptitude to learn quickly and attractive charm and good spirits work to your benefit.
Since you followed your own unique path to success there is no doubt you will attain
recognition. Open-minded, rational Sagittarius, in your combination, is coupled with
socially oriented, tender, and inventive Libra. A cheerful, hopeful, delightful, and naive
idealist is whom most people know. However there is also a very solemn part to your
nature too. It is that of the philosopher who has great subtlety and perceptivity. You
have a very vivid imagination and sometimes it is too vivid because far-fetched
fantasies can carry you away. No matter how far you drift, luck is always by your side
and everything seems to be just right. In all likelihood you have a great desire for
knowledge, especially theoretical knowledge. You get mixed up by details and prefer
to deal with larger concepts. You are much more interested in the meaning of life than
by how to balance your budget. Your personality is lively and dynamic. There is
always something that is innocent in you no matter how deep and serious you may be.
People find it difficult to resist your humor and fresh appeal because you are fun
loving and bold. You are apt to gain a lot respect and power and enjoy a busy social
life. You are truthful, devoted, and undemanding professionally. You never
compromise your values but know how to work through life's demands. The opposite
sex is attracted to you. You spend a lot of time looking for the right partner because
you are romantic and idealistic. Your desire for variety, combined with restlessness, in
your love life often ruins your quest because of restlessness. You have a lazy streak,
like all those with the Moon in Libra, and your dreams may simply stay dreams unless
you gain the strength of mind to follow them through. Recognition may blind your
basically sound judgment because you are a bit enthralled by charm, and sweet talk.
Your specialty is social insight. You have an instinctive understanding of others and
you are a natural diplomat. Any field having to do with human relations or social
activism is perfect for the Sagittarius- Libra, including teaching, counseling, law,
politics, and sociology.

